
Remove thermoplastic STOP
bar from gutter pan.
PM-01

Jason Rogge
253-841-5471
PM-01

Adjust east/west lane striping to
accommodate left turn pocket and shared
thru/right turn lane.  Shift driveway as
needed to align NB/SB left turn pockets.
PM-01

Remove right turn arrow
Intersection must be channelized with left
turn pocket & shared thru/right pocket.  
PM-01

Remove right turn arrow
Intersection must be channelized with left
turn pocket & shared thru/right pocket.  
PM-01

Signal plans need to be
included in civil plan set.  
PM-01

Replace with City standard left turn arrow
w/ ONLY thermoplastic. 
PM-01

Replace with City standard left turn arrow
w/ ONLY thermoplastic. 
PM-01

Shift driveway as needed to
align NB/SB left turn pockets.
PM-01

remain and point to
southern leg of this
intersection.
PM-01

Should Remain
PM-01

Bike Lane sign?
W16-9P?
PM-01

W16-9P?
PM-01

Why remove this sign?
PM-01

Should remain
PM-01
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RSSZ flasher 
-Coordinate with the City for required hardware & wireless interconnect
-Show condiut/j-box/power source/etc.
-How did the design team determine placement? 300ft from school property would
place beacon within signalized intersection.  
-Reference applicable WAC with placement/design justification.
-MUTCD compliant advanced signage/pavement markings missing from design
TS-01

RSSZ flasher 
-Coordinate with the City for required hardware & wireless interconnect
-Show condiut/j-box/power source/etc.
-Reference applicable WAC with placement/design justification.
-MUTCD compliant advanced signage/pavement markings missing from design
TS-01

As condition with the preliminary site plan approval, the required signal/intersection modifications must be
fully configured and operational no less than 2 weeks prior to receiving occupancy for any building on-site. 
Adaptive signal contractor (Rhythm Engineering) will be required to configure the adaptive system on-site. 
Adaptive contractor will provide setup/configuration/optimization (not completed by the City).  Place this
condition on the plans.
TS-01

Per the approved preliminary site plan
conditions, provide details on overhead
fiber connection and how it will be
spliced/connected to cabinet.
TS-01

Electronic blank out sign not necessary here. 
During a the phase 4 ped movement, WBL drivers
will not be allowed to make a permissive left turn
across the crosswalk.  Update phasing/coding
accordingly.    Electronic blank out sign necessary
for SB approach (southbound right turning
vehicles) Incorporate into design.    
TS-01

As condition with the preliminary site plan approval,
Flashing yellow arrows with PT/PM phasing required
required for EB/WB left turns.  Modify phasing as needed
TS-01

Adjust east/west lane striping to
accommodate left turn pocket and shared
thru/right turn lane.  To accommodate this
phasing, the EBR overlap must be
removed
TS-01

Adjust east/west lane striping to
accommodate left turn pocket and shared
thru/right turn lane.  Shift driveway as
needed to align NB/SB left turn pockets.
TS-01

To accommodate required channelization
(left turn pocket and shared thru/right turn
lane), EBR overlap must be removed
TS-01

FYA signal head
TS-01

FYA signal head
TS-01

Does not appear to be
ADA compliant (greater
than 10ft from curb)
TS-01

this should be installed on both sides of
Shaw Rd (north leg) as there is no
crosswalk on north side.  Use the
appropriate R9-3B signs to direct
pedestrians to the south leg crosswalk.  
TS-01

Remove
TS-01

Coordinate with the City on the
size/type/model number of
electronic blank out sign.  
TS-01

J-box over capacity
TS-01

Missing EVPE for this leg.
TS-01

Swapped?
TS-01

Move j-boxes outside
of sidewalk
TS-01

R9-3 combo should be installed on both
sides of Shaw Rd (north leg) 
TS-01

Why is there 2-2" here and
only 1-2" in Wire note #10?
TS-01

Missing wire note for
required fiber connection
to signal cabinet.
TS-01

Missing wire note
TS-01

It appears this equipment
is not located within ROW

Update phasing digram to reflect PT/PM
FYA operation for EB/WB.  
TS-01

WBL permissive not allowed
during phase 4 ped movement. 
Show this configuration.
TS-01

Overhead communication
lines will block signal
head visibility.  Contractor
is responsible to raise
utility lines as needed.
Place note on plans.   
TS-01

Coordinate with the City of Puyallup
for the required Campbell APS unit
TS-01



Type PS pole receiving Type PS
pole?

No spares?



existing

missing from
plan

Evpe B and
D?

A?

Swapped?



Verify new signage is
included for new wind
area loading
TS-04

Update based PT/PM
FYA phasing, FYA
signage, etc. 
TS-04

Update based PT/PM FYA phasing, FYA
signage, overlap removal, electronic
blank-out sign, etc.    
TS-04






